In this study, we present systems submitted by the Center for Robust Speech Systems (CRSS) from UTDallas to NIST SRE 2018 (SRE18). Three alternative front-end speaker embedding frameworks are investigated, that includes: (i) i-vector, (ii) x-vector, (iii) and a modified triplet speaker embedding system (t-vector). Similar to the previous SRE, language mismatch between training and enrollment/test data, the so-called domain mismatch, remains as a major challenge in this evaluation. In addition, SRE18 also introduces a small portion of audio from an unstructured video corpus in which speaker detection/diarization is supposedly needed to be effectively integrated into speaker recognition for system robustness. In our system development, we focused on: (i) building novel deep neural network based speaker discriminative embedding systems as utterance level feature representations, (ii) exploring alternative dimension reduction methods, back-end classifiers, score normalization techniques which can incorporate unlabeled in-domain data for domain adaptation, (iii) finding an improved data set configurations for the speaker embedding network, LDA/PLDA, and score calibration training (v) and finally, investigating effective score calibration and fusion strategies. The final resulting systems are shown to be both complementary and effective in achieving overall improved speaker recognition performance.
INTRODUCTION
The focus of 2018 version of NIST SRE (SRE18) is speaker detection, which is consistent with the previous SREs, i.e., to determine whether a specified target speaker is speaking during a given segment of speech or not. SRE18 is organized in a similar manner to SRE16, focusing on speaker recognition over conversational telephone speech collected outside North America. To this end, Call My Net 2 (CMN2) and Video Annotation for Speech Technology (VAST) corpora are utilized as the SRE18 development (DEV) and evaluation (EVAL) sets to support speaker recognition research [1] . As a continuation of SRE16 [2] , the CMN2 part of SRE18 follows most of SRE16's evaluation setup, e.g., (1) a huge amount of English training data, while a small volume of in-domain non-English DEV set; (2) duration varies from 10 to 60 seconds for the test cuts. In addition to these similarities, there is a major difference between § The first three authors have equal contributions.
♠ This project was funded in part by AFRL under contract FA8750-15-1-0205 and partially by the University of Texas at Dallas from the Distinguished University Chair in Telecommunications Engineering held by J. H. L. Hansen. SRE18 and SRE16. In SRE18, the DEV trials are generated from the same Tunisian Arabic language as for final EVAL trials. This change makes system development experiments being able to mirror the EVAL conditions, whereas SRE16 DEV trails and EVAL trials are language independent [2, 1, 3, 4] .
For the VAST part, there are several significant differences: (1) each recording may contain speech from multiple talkers, and manually produced diarization labels are provided for both DEV and EVAL enrollment utterances, but not for test cuts; (2) duration of the samples vary from a few seconds to several minutes; (3) sample rate is higher than CMN2 (i.e., 44 kHz, in stead of 8 kHz) (4) VAST DEV trial list is extremely small (270 trials), which creates challenges in almost all the stages of system development.
In this paper, we present the UTDallas-CRSS solutions to SRE18. Given the two very different evaluation conditions of CMN2 and VAST, we take different approaches for system development. In Sec.2, we describe several baseline speaker embedding systems where different dataset configurations, acoustic features, frameworks for training speaker embeddings are examined towards complementary individual systems; Sec.3 introduces the major back-end solutions for SRE18, including the unsupervised/supervised domain adaptation at the dimension reduction or scoring level, as well as the observations toward better score calibration and fusion strategies. Sec.4 details each of the UTDallas-CRSS sub-systems, the score calibration and fusion methods for CMN2 and VAST, and the formation of CRSS final evaluation submissions to NIST SRE18; Sec.5 reports CRSS primary system performance on SRE18 DEV set and EVAL set, the result of SRE16 EVAL set is also included as reference. Finally, we conclude our work with future direction towards SRE18 in Sec.6.
CRSS SPEAKER EMBEDDING SYSTEMS
Three general speaker recognition frameworks were explored for SRE18 submission. The first one is a traditional UBM/i-vector system which was effective in NIST SRE 2016 [3, 5] , the second one is a x-vector speaker embedding system adopted from Kaldi [6, 7, 8] , and the third one is an improved triplet loss (named t-vector, where an additional L2 constrained softmax loss term is introduced to formulate a multi-task learning objective) based speaker embedding system [9, 10, 11, 12] , see Sec.2.3 for more details.
For submissions to NIST, only the fixed condition is considered at CRSS systems. Even just for fixed condition, there are still a huge amount of training data available for system development. To better clarify the training data usage, Table 1 . Three different speaker embedding frameworks are described in the following sections.
CRSS1: UBM/i-vector system
The i-vector models achieved great success in the past SREs [5, 14, 3, 4] . Among different methodologies, the UBM based i-vector framework was approved to be the most effective in the SRE16 with language domain mismatch [5, 14, 3, 4] . For this consideration, an UBM/i-vector system is developed for SRE18. In this framework, we extract 60 dimensional features (20-D MFCC and ∆ + ∆∆) on a 25ms window, with a shift size of 10ms. Non-speech frames are discarded using an energy-based voice activity detection (VAD). In addition, cepstral mean normalization is applied with a 3-second sliding window. 2048-mixture full covariance UBM and total variability matrix is trained using the data listed in Table 1 . It is noted that for VAST part alone, we train a second i-vector system using Voxceleb 1 & 2 (D5, down-sampled to 8 kHz) but keep the model parameters the same with the D1 version, for the hope that Youtube microphone data could provide complementary information to the SRE+SWB model.
CRSS2: x-vector system
The x-vector has been reported to achieve the state-of-the-art speaker recognition performance in recent studies [7, 8] . The model is a deep neural network (DNN) based speaker discriminative framework with practical techniques such as speech segmentation, data augmentation and statistical pooling etc. The network is trained with a softmax loss function and corresponding speaker labels, given by Equation 1:
where N is the batch size, C is the total speaker number in the training set, f (xi) is the output of the embedding layer of the network ( i.e., speaker embedding). yi is the corresponding class label, and W and b are the weights and bias for the last softmax layer of the network which acts as a classifier.
To process the CMN2 and VAST trials, different x-vector based systems were experimented with a way of incrementally adding the data sets. We used the standard Kaldi x-vector recipe to train the different systems. The dataset configurations for training our 3 xvector extractors as described in Table 1 .
We also trained a separate x-vector system to handle the VAST trials exclusively. To this end, we used only Voxceleb1 & 2 data at 16 kHz to formulate the x-vector system [15, 16] .
CRSS3: t-vector system
Triplet loss is another popular objective function for training face or speaker verification systems [17, 9] . The t-vector system that we have developed for SRE18 is modified from [11] , with the changes in loss function and acoustic features.
High resolution filter bank features
High resolution filter bank features are adopted for system development. At the frequency axis, 96-D log mel filter bank features are extracted from a 32ms speech frame, with a 50% overlap between neighboring frames. None-speech part of the utterance is removed by an energy based VAD. To deal with the long duration samples in SRE and SWB data, we uniformly segment the speech utterance into 12-second trunks without overlapping, which is equivalent to 750-D in the time axis as the input to the network. To estimate the embedding at the utterance level, we perform segment level embedding average in a sequential order, there we arrive at t-vector.
The same Inception-resnet-v1 network is employed for speaker discriminative training. To validate the training progress, SRE10 10s-10s condition is employed for this purpose. With the modification just in the feature extraction and keeping everything the same with [11] (i.e., same network and triplet loss function), we can observe +0.5% absolute EER improvement on the SRE10 10s-10s trials.
A multi-task training objective
Inspired by the success of the softmax loss in x-vector models, we performed a modification at the loss function level for the triplet loss based system. Specifically, we formulate a multi-task learning framework by adding a L2 normalized softmax loss (Ls L 2 ), which is a simple upgrade of original softmax loss:
subject to f (xi) 2 = α, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N where a simple L2 normalization is applied to the embedding layer before softmax layer, α is a constant that constrains the radius of the speaker embedding hypersphere. α is set to 24 empirically in our experiments. By this operation, we are able to match between the training and test process (i.e., a L2-norm embedding layer for softmax training, and the same layer for embedding extraction). The total loss function is an integration of three components: a triplet loss term L triplet , a L2-norm softmax loss term Ls L 2 and a regularization term Lr which alleviates the over-fitting issue during training.
practically, we find 0.1 and 2e-5 for Ls L 2 and the L2 regularization Lr is a good combination for most of the SRE experiments.
Triplet sampling and shuffling
With the update in the loss function, one necessary change is also made in the triplet sampling module. Previously in [11] , we chose a subset of speakers in the training pool for triplet formulation in each epoch. With the additional Ls L 2 , it is better to see all the speakers in one epoch. In the experiments, we always randomly select segments from all training speakers for the triplet generation and shuffling to make sure all classes can be seen within one epoch.
Validation on SRE10 10s-10s trials
The t-vector system is trained on various combinations of dataset, loss function, embedding size and front-end features, with the hope to find the best configuration for SRE18. Table 2 lists the validation performance on SRE10 10s-10s condition. From the Table 2 , we find a system configuration with the multitask objective with the L2-norm softmax loss, 96-D log mel fbank features, 256-D embedding size and D2 dataset achieves the best performance. Here, a simple cosine distance scoring is used for illustration. With a better LDA/PLDA back-end classifier, the t-vector model could reach state-of-the-art 7.6 % EER on SRE10 10s-10s condition [7, 11] .
UTDALLAS-CRSS BACK-END SCORING STRATEGIES
Section 2 presents the details of how speaker embedding systems are developed for SRE18. Due to the significant difference in training the frameworks, very different properties are observed from different speaker embedding systems. For example, the SVDA/LDA/PLDA back-end (Fig.1a) is effective for i-vector based system. However, the supervised/unsupervised adaptation techniques (Fig.1b , which tend to work better with {t,x}-vectors) can not bring the same improvement over the out-of-domain (OOD) PLDA, comparing with the Fig.1a solution on i-vector model. In order to maximize the benefit from each system, we customize effective back-end strategies for different speaker embedding systems as follows. Fig.1a presents the SVDA/LDA/PLDA process which is employed as a back-end classifier for the i-vector model. After extracting ivectors, the global mean calculated from unlabeled and clean SRE training data is subtracted from all CMN2 and VAST i-vectors, respectively. Next, i-vectors are length-normalized and their dimensionality are reduced from 600 to 350 for CMN2 and 250 for VAST; using SVDA/LDA [18, 19] (i.e., first SVDA reduces the dimension from 600 to 450 for CMN2 and 400 for VAST and then LDA is used to reduce the dimension to 350 and 250 respectively). Length normalization is again applied after dimension reduction. Finally, trial-dependent mean subtraction is employed (i.e., the enrollment and test i-vectors within a trial are averaged and the value is subtracted from the trial-dependent i-vectors) and scores are calculated using PLDA. To train the PLDA model for scoring, the SRE04-08 and SRE18 unlabeled development i-vectors are utilized for CMN2 part, and the phone number is taken as the speaker label for the unlabeled SRE18 DEV data. While for the VAST part, only the SRE04-08 i-vectors are trained to get the PLDA model. The MSR-Identity toolkit is adopted for the back-end implementation [20] .
back-end scoring for i-vector systems

back-end scoring for x-vector and t-vector systems
For x-vector and t-vector systems which are both discriminatively trained, similar behavior is observed at the scoring. For each embedding system, two alternative scoring methods are proved to be more beneficial than the Fig.1a solution. The same centralization/mean subtraction as the i-vector model is applied to {t,x}-vector models. For the first scoring pipe, LDA is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the embeddings, PLDA with unsupervised parameter adaptation (i.e., mean and variance adaptation using the unlabeled SRE18 DEV data) is followed to get the final scores [21] . For the second scoring pipe, LDA is again applied before PLDA, but in this method, domain adaptation is implemented with the interpolation of OOD PLDA and in-domain PLDA [22] , where in-domain PLDA is training with unlabeled SRE18 DEV data and the test date of SITW coremulti condition for CMN2 and VAST [23] , respectively. Speaker clustering is performed to get the labels for in-domain PLDA training. Also, score normalization (s-norm) is used when generating the PLDA score, with adaptive cohort selection scheme followed by top score selection [24] . In particular, cohorts were selected from SRE18 unlabeled DEV set for CMN2 partition. For VAST partition, cohorts were selected from the test data of SITW core-multi condition.
UTDALLAS-CRSS SUBMISSIONS
In this section, we list the single system configuration and its performance on SRE18 DEV and EVAL set. Calibration and fusion strategies are thereby evaluated based on the DEV results, which formulate the submissions to SRE18.
Single system performance
The best system performances from each framework are presented in Table 3 . It is noted that most of the complementary information are provided by these three best single systems on SRE18 DEV trials (systems built only with Voxceleb 1 & 2 provide marginal/negative improvement in fusion). As shown from Table 3 , x-vector systems produce the best performance, followed by t-vector and i-vector systems. S-norm is able to improve the act-Cprimary without additional calibration, at the cost of increasing the EER and min-Cprimary. This is a useful hint for the system calibration and fusion. Table 3 . The single best system performance (before calibration) w.r.t. different training frameworks, training datasets and back-end classifiers on SRE18 DEV and EVAL set. The result is separated by "/" with "DEV/EVAL" order. 
System calibration
NIST evaluates the team performance based on the act-Cprimary. To this end, score calibration is essential. In our primary submission to NIST, only CMN2 part is calibrated with PAV from BOSARIS toolkit [25] , because enough SRE18 CMN2 DEV trails are provided by NIST as the mirror to final EVAL CMN2 set. For the VAST submission, the limited 270-trial VAST list is not a good indicator of act-Cprimary for EVAL VAST trials. We decide to only fuse the snorm scores (drop the non s-norm systems which have better EER and min-Cprimary) of the VAST trials without calibration, with the hope that a linear score fusion (which can be viewed as a linear calibration) will adjust the nominalized score again. For contrastive submission, calibration for CMN2 is performed by combining DEV CMN2 trials and unlabeled DEV set trials (speaker labels are estimated by speaker clustering, same as the in-domain PLDA model). For VAST calibration, the trails are generated by concatenating DEV VAST and SITW core-multi trails.
System fusion
In order to predict final scores combining our multiple single systems. We build a fused model by training two logistic regression models for CMN2 and VAST separately. Let x = {x1, x2, ..., xn} be the features by concatenating of each single system, the target variable y is a Bernoulli random variable for which the probability of occurrence is dependent on the prediction given in Equation 4 . Regression coefficients ω are estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation. Scores from each single system are combined with the estimated coefficients to get the fusion scoreŷ.
with the linear weights learned, the calibrated CMN2 DEV scores (both s-norm and none s-norm) are integrated as the final score to the evaluation. While for VAST fusion, only the 270 DEV VAST trial scores are directly are trained for fusion. Table 4 summarizes the systems that we have submitted to SRE18. In our primary submission, we are able to get consistent EVAL performance as DEV set. The EER for the VAST EVAL set is surprisingly high, which might indicate that: a) VAST is more challenging as the multi-talker issue presents; b) some weak single systems have been fused into the final decision, which degrades the final performance (an improved 15.53 % EER is simply obtained by removing the Voxceleb based systems), c) a more effective speaker embedding training framework is required. One positive side of our primary submission is that low act-Cprimary is achieved, because we decide to fuse only s-norm scores directly and drop the plan of calibrating DEV VAST trials, in which we did for our contrastive VAST submission. Overall, our primary submission could get a mean of act-Cprimary at 0.572. In fact, if we only fuse the s-norm systems for CMN2, 0.496 act-Cprimary is achieved with a 7.6% relative improvement over our primary CMN2 submission, which again proves that s-norm score with a linear fusion is more effective towards a lower min-Cprimary and act-Cprimary gap.
PERFORMANCE OF UTDALLAS-CRSS SUBMISSIONS
To evaluate the CRSS systems on previous SREs, a side experiment is also conducted on SRE16 just to encourage cross sites reference and reflect recent improvements on the sequential SREs. The best single system performance as well as the fusion result is provided in Table 5 . With the SRE18 models, a 6.90 % EER and 0.541 act-Cprimary is reported in this study, which brings approximately 30% EER improvement over our submission to NIST SRE16 [3] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we described single and fused systems submitted from CRSS to NIST SRE18 challenge. A detailed description of CRSS models is presented, including speaker embedding training, backend classifier development and score calibration and fusion strategies selection. We teamed up with sites like JD.com, Oxfordwav research and joined I4U for SRE18, and were able to produce competitive systems to tackle the emerging issues.
As a review of our efforts to SRE18, there are a few things that we need to pay more attention in future work. For example, the speaker diarization system that has been developed for finding the primary speakers in the recordings seems not working on SRE18 DEV VAST set. During the system development, we were not able to see obvious change in terms of the speaker verification performance on DEV VAST trails. Due to limited trial size and time before the challenge deadline, we decided not to integrate speaker diarization system into our submissions, but it is a good future direction to continue after SRE18.
